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(54) Automated transmission downshift control

(57) A method/system for controlling downshifting in
an automated mechanical transmission system (10) uti-
lized on a vehicle having a manually controlled engine
brake (46) and foot brake (44) system. The engine

speed at which downshifts are commanded (ESD/S) is
modified as a function of sensed operation of the engine
brake (EB?) and foot brake (FB) systems.
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Description

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

RELATED APPLICATIONS

[0001] This application is related to and claims pri-
ority from British Patent Applications No. 9828452.4,
filed 12/24/98, and 9900777.5, filed 01/15/99, both
assigned to EATON CORPORATION, the assignee of
this application.

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0002] The present invention relates to a control
method/system for controlling downshifting in an at
least partially automated mechanical transmission sys-
tem. In particular, the present invention relates to the
control of downshifting in a vehicular automated
mechanical transmission system wherein the system
senses operation of an engine brake and the vehicle
service brakes (also called foot brakes) and will modify
downshift points as a function thereof.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PRIOR ART

[0003] Fully or partially automated mechanical
transmission systems for vehicular use are known in the
prior art, as may be seen by reference to U.S. Pats. No.
4,361,060; 4,648,290; 4,722,248; 4,850,236;
5,389,053; 5,487,004; 5,435,212 and 5,755,639. The
use of engine brakes (also known as compression
brakes, exhaust brakes or Jake brakes) and transmis-
sion controls utilizing same are known in the prior art, as
may be seen by reference to U.S. Pats. No. 5,409,432
and 5,425,689.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0004] An object of the present invention is to pro-
vide a control for a vehicular automated mechanical
transmission system which will sense the operator's
manual operation of the engine brake and/or foot brake
systems and will modify the transmission shift points as
a function thereof. In particular, the transmission down-
shift shift points will be modified in a manner which will
provide the vehicle operator with the level of engine
braking perceived to be requested by his/her operation
of the engine brake and/or foot brake control.
[0005] This and other objects and advantages of
the present invention will become apparent from a read-
ing of the following description of the preferred embodi-
ment taken in connection with the attached drawings.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0006]

Fig. 1 is a schematic illustration, in block diagram
formt, of an automated mechanical transmission
system utilizing the control of the present invention.
Fig. 2 is a schematic illustration, in graphical format,
illustrating shift point profiles for the transmission
system of Fig. 1 according to the present invention.
Figs. 3A and 3B are schematic illustrations, in flow
chart format, of the control of the present invention.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENT

[0007] An at least partially automated mechanical
transmission system intended for vehicular use is sche-
matically illustrated in Fig. 1. The automated transmis-
sion system 10 includes a fuel-controlled engine 12
(such as a well-known diesel engine or the like), a mul-
tiple-speed, change-gear transmission 14, and a non-
positive coupling 16 (such as a friction master clutch)
drivingly interposed between the engine and the input
shaft 18 of the transmission. The transmission 14 may
be of the compound type comprising a main transmis-
sion section connected in series with a splitter- and/or
range-type auxiliary section. Transmissions of this type,
especially as used with heavy-duty vehicles, typically
have 9, 10, 12, 13, 16 or 18 forward speeds. Examples
of such transmissions may be seen by reference to U.S.
Pats. No. 5,390,561 and 5,737,978, the disclosures of
which are incorporated herein by reference.
[0008] A transmission output shaft 20 extends out-
wardly from the transmission 14 and is drivingly con-
nected with the vehicle drive axles 22, usually by means
of a prop shaft 24. The illustrated master friction clutch
16 includes a driving portion 16A connected to the
engine crankshaft/ flywheel and a driven portion 16B
coupled to the transmission input shaft 18 and adapted
to frictionally engage the driving portion 16A. An upshift
brake 26 (also known as an input shaft brake or inertia
brake) may be used for selectively decelerating the rota-
tional speed of the input shaft 18 for more rapid upshift-
ing, as is well known. Input shaft or upshift brakes are
known in the prior art, as may be seen by reference to
U.S. Pats. No. 5,655,407 and 5,713,445.
[0009] A microprocessor-based electronic control
unit (or ECU) 28 is provided for receiving input signals
30 and for processing same in accordance with prede-
termined logic rules to issue command output signals
32 to various system actuators and the like. Microproc-
essor-based controllers of this type are well known, and
an example thereof may be seen by reference to U.S.
Pats. No. 4,595,986 and 4,648,290.
[0010] System 10 includes a rotational speed sen-
sor 34 for sensing rotational speed of the engine and
providing an output signal (ES) indicative thereof, a
rotational speed sensor 36 for sensing the rotational
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speed of the input shaft 16 and providing an output sig-
nal (IS) indicative thereof, and a rotational speed sensor
38 for sensing the rotational speed of the output shaft
20 and providing an output signal (OS) indicative
thereof. A sensor 40 may be provided for sensing the
displacement of the throttle pedal and providing an out-
put signal (THL) indicative thereof. A shift control con-
sole 42 may be provided for allowing the operator to
select an operating mode of the transmission system
and for providing an output signal (GRT) indicative
thereof.

[0011] As is known, the rotational speed of the
engine may be determined from the speed of the input
shaft if the clutch is engaged and/or the speed of the
output shaft and the engaged transmission ratio.
[0012] Alternatively, for systems wherein at least
some of the shifting is controlled by a manual shift lever
43, a sensor may be provided for providing an input sig-
nal (SL) indicative of the position of the shift lever. Sen-
sors of this basic type may be seen by reference to U.S.
Pat. No. 5,743,143.
[0013] System 10 also includes sensors 44 and 46
for sensing operation of the vehicle foot brake (also
called service brakes) and engine brakes, respectively,
and for providing signals FB and EB, respectively, indic-
ative thereof.
[0014] The master clutch 16 may be controlled by a
clutch pedal 48 or by a clutch actuator 50 responding to
output signals from the ECU 28. Alternatively, an actua-
tor responsive to control output signals may be pro-
vided, which may be overridden by operation of the
manual clutch pedal. Automated operation of a vehicu-
lar master clutch is known, as may be seen by reference
to U.S. Pats. No. 4,081,065 and 5,630,773. The trans-
mission 14 may include a transmission actuator 52,
which responds to output signals from the ECU 28
and/or which sends input signals to the ECU 28 indica-
tive of the selected position thereof. Shift mechanisms
of this type, often of the so-called X-Y shifter type, are
known in the prior art, as may be seen by reference to
U.S. Pats. No. 5,305,240 and 5,219,391. Actuator 52
may shift the main and/or auxiliary section of transmis-
sion 14.
[0015] Fueling of the engine is preferably controlled
by an electronic engine controller 54, which accepts
command signals from and/or provides input signals to
the ECU 28. Preferably, the engine controller 54 will
communicate with an industry standard data link DL
which conforms to well-known industry protocols such
as SAE J1922, SAE 1939 and/or ISO 11898. The ECU
28 may be incorporated within the engine controller 54.
[0016] The effectiveness of vehicle retardation pro-
vided by an engine or exhaust brake is determined in
part by the speed of the engine and the engaged trans-
mission ratio. Briefly, operation at the upper rotational
speeds of the engine generally provides increased vehi-
cle retardation, while changing gear ratio repeatedly will
result in torque breaks in a mechanical transmission,

which will significantly decrease the retardation effect of
engine braking.

[0017] The downshift control of the present inven-
tion to provide enhanced vehicle retardation in
response to sensed actuation of the engine brake
and/or engine and foot brake systems may be seen by
reference to Fig. 2. Fig. 2 is a graphical representation
of shift point profiles utilized to determine when shift
commands should be issued by the ECU 28 to the shift
actuator 52. Solid line 60 is the default upshift profile,
while solid line 62 is the default downshift profile. As is
known, if the vehicle is operating to the right of upshift
profile 60, an upshift of transmission 14 should be com-
manded, while if the vehicle is operating to the left of
downshift profile 62, a downshift should be com-
manded. If the vehicle is operating in between profiles
60 and 62, no shifting of the transmission is then
required. At or below a certain engine speed, ESD/S, a
downshift will be commanded. As is discussed in detail
in aforementioned U.S. Pat. No. 4,361,060, the shift pro-
files may be modified or moved in response to certain
sensed vehicle operating conditions to provide
enhanced drive line performance. To provide enhanced
vehicle retardation, the downshift profile (i.e., the
engine speed ESD/L at which downshifts are com-
manded) is moved, as will be discussed in detail below.
[0018] Upon sensing manual actuation of the
engine brake 46, the system will react to force an early
downshift by shifting the downshift profile rightwardly
(i.e., increasing the engine speed at which a downshift
will be commanded, thereby increasing the speed of the
engine upon completion of a downshift). In the example
illustrated in Fig. 2, if operation of the engine brake EB
is set and/or operation of the engine brake and opera-
tion of the foot brake system is set, the downshift profile
will be shifted rightwardly, as indicated by shift profile
66. Shift profile 66 will result in an earlier downshift and
a relatively elevated engine speed at completion of the
forced downshift. By way of example, at lower throttle
position values, if the default downshift value is about
950 RPM, the forced downshift value of profile 66 will be
about 1300-1400 RPM.
[0019] If engine braking but not foot braking is set,
upon forcing a downshift, the control will command a
downshift to bring engine speed to about 1400-1700
RPM; if engine braking and foot braking are set, the
control will command a downshift to bring engine speed
to between about 1700-2000 RPM. Operating at such
elevated engine speeds will result in enhanced engine
brake effectiveness in retarding the speed of the vehi-
cle.
[0020] If engine braking but not foot braking is set
and vehicle speed is above a given value (i.e., about 30
MPH), after a forced downshift (i.e., a downshift from
profile 66), the downshift profile will return to the default
value 62 thereof. If engine braking but not foot braking is
set and vehicle speed is below the set value (i.e., OS <
REF), then the downshift profile is caused to assume a
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profile value 64 intermediate default profile 62 and the
forced downshift profile 66. By way of example, if at
lower throttle positions the default profile 62 value is
about 950 RPM and the forced downshift profile 66
value is about 1300-1400 RPM, then the value on profile
64 will be about 1100 RPM.

[0021] If engine braking and foot braking both are
set, the forced downshift profile 66 will remain effective.
If the engine brake is activated, the system raises the
downshift point to approximately 1300-1400 RPM (the
value is two ratio steps down from the maximum engine
speed). The downshift made under these conditions, if
any, brings the engine speed to between 1400-1700
RPM, allowing the driver a moderate level of engine
braking.
[0022] If the engine brake is pressed and the
foot/service brake is pressed, or if the two are pressed
together, then the system will raise the downshift point
to approximately 1300-1400 RPM. The system will
make a downshift, if necessary, to bring the engine
speed to between 1700-2000 RPM to give a maximum
level of engine braking. As the vehicle slows down, it will
downshift again when it reaches the raised dsownshift
point (1300-1400 RPM) and make a skip downshift to
bring the engine speed up to approximately 2000 RPM.
[0023] As long as the driver keeps his foot on the
engine brake (he may release the foot brake if he
wishes), the system will remain in this state. While in
this mode, if the driver removes his foot from the foot
brake, the system will remain in this mode. If the driver
then reapplies the foot brake while maintaining the
engine brake on, the system will make a downshift if
possible (usually a single) to raise the engine speed as
high as possible. This assists in maximizing engine
brake performance when descending hills.
[0024] In summary, there are two enhanced braking
states, engine-brake-only and engine-brake-plus-foot-
brake. Engine-brake-only gives moderate engine
speeds and a moderate level of engine braking (single
shifts, skips at lower vehicle speeds). Engine-brake-
plus-foot-brake gives higher engine speeds for a maxi-
mum level of engine braking (skip shifts, though the first
shift may be a single to get it into the 1700-2000-RPM
range, for example, 1800-1900 RPM). The driver may
switch between the two states very easily, for example,
touching the foot brake while in engine-brake-only mode
changes to engine-brake-plus-foot-brake. Also, if the
driver is in engine-brake-plus-foot-brake mode (foot off
foot brake) and briefly releases the engine brake, he will
revert to engine-brake-only mode.
[0025] The control of the present invention is shown
in flow chart format in Figs. 3A and 3B.
[0026] Accordingly, it may be seen that an improved
control system/method for an at least partially auto-
mated mechanical transmission system in a vehicle
having manually operated engine brake and foot brake
systems is provided. The system modifies the engine
speeds at which downshifts are commanded and

responds to sensing operation of the foot brake system
and/or the engine brake system to enhance the vehicle
retardation effectiveness of the engine brake system.

[0027] Although the present invention has been
described with a certain degree of particularity, it is
understood that the description of the preferred embod-
iment is by way of example only and that numerous
changes to form and detail are possible without depart-
ing from the spirit and scope of the invention as herein-
after claimed.

Claims

1. A method for controlling automatic downshifting in a
vehicular automated mechanical transmission sys-
tem (10) for a vehicle equipped with a manually
operated foot brake system and a manually oper-
ated engine brake system, said automated
mechanical transmission system comprising a fuel-
controlled engine (12), a multiple-speed mechani-
cal transmission (14), and a controller (28) for
receiving input signals (30) including one or more of
signals indicative of engine speed (ES), foot brake
system operation (FB), and engine brake system
operation (EB, and to process said input signals in
accordance with with logic rules to issue command
output signals (32) to transmission system actua-
tors including a transmission actuator (52) effective
to shift said transmission, said method character-
ized by:

(i) establishing a default value (62) for engine
speed at which a downshift will be com-
manded;
(ii) sensing for operation of said engine brake
system (EB);
(iii) if engine brake system operation is sensed,
then increasing the value of engine speed at
which downshifts will be commanded (ESD/S)
to a first increased value (66) greater than said
default value.

2. The method of claim 1 further characterized by
sensing operation of said foot brake system (FB?)
and, after a downshift from said first increased
value,

(iv) causing the engine speed at which down-
shifts will be commanded to remain at said first
increased value if operation of both the engine
brake system and foot brake system are
sensed.

3. The method of claim 1 further characterized by
sensing operation of said foot brake system (FB?)
and, after a downshift from said first increased
value,
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(v) causing the engine speed at which down-
shifts will be commanded to be decreased to a
second increased value (64) if operation of the
engine brake system but not the foot brake sys-
tem is sensed and vehicle speed is less than a
reference value (OS < REF), said second
increased value (64) being greater than said
default value but less than said first increased
value (62 < 64 < 66).

4. The method of claim 2 further characterized by
sensing operation of said foot brake system (FB?)
and, after a downshift from said first increased
value,

(v) causing the engine speed at which down-
shifts will be commanded to be decreased to a
second increased value (64) if operation of the
engine brake system but not the foot brake sys-
tem is sensed and vehicle speed is less than a
reference value (OS < REF), said second
increased value (64) being greater than said
default value but less than said first increased
value (62 < 64 < 66).

5. The method of claim 1 further characterized by
sensing operation of said foot brake system (FB?)
and, after a downshift from said first increased
value,

(vi) causing the engine speed at which down-
shifts will be commanded to return to said
default value (62) if operation of the engine
brake system but not the foot brake system is
sensed and vehicle speed is greater than a ref-
erence value (OS > REF).

6. The method of claim 2 further characterized by
sensing operation of said foot brake system (FB?)
and, after a downshift from said first increased
value,

(vi) causing the engine speed at which down-
shifts will be commanded to return to said
default value (62) if operation of the engine
brake system but not the foot brake system is
sensed and vehicle speed is greater than a ref-
erence value (OS > REF).

7. The method of claim 4 further characterized by
sensing operation of said foot brake system (FB?)
and, after a downshift from said first increased
value,

(vi) causing the engine speed at which down-
shifts will be commanded to return to said
default value (62) if operation of the engine
brake system but not the foot brake system is

sensed and vehicle speed is greater than a ref-
erence value (OS > REF).

8. The method of claim 1 further characterized by
sensing operation of said foot brake system (FB?),
and downshifts from said first increased value are
to a target gear ratio (GRT) intended to result in a
first target gear engine speed (ESTG) if operation of
both the engine brake system and foot brake sys-
tem are sensed and in a second target gear ratio,
engine speed less than said first target gear engine
speed, if operation of the engine brake system but
not the foot brake system is sensed.

9. The method of claim 2 further characterized by
sensing operation of said foot brake system (FB?),
and downshifts from said first increased value are
to a target gear ratio (GRT) intended to result in a
first target gear engine speed (ESTG) if operation of
both the engine brake system and foot brake sys-
tem are sensed and in a second target gear ratio
engine speed less than said first target gear engine
speed (ESTG 1 > ESTG2), if operation of the engine
brake system but not the foot brake system is
sensed.

10. The method of claim 3 further characterized by
sensing operation of said foot brake system (FB?),
and downshifts from said first increased value are
to a target gear ratio (GRT) intended to result in a
first target gear engine speed (ESTG) if operation of
both the engine brake system and foot brake sys-
tem are sensed and in a second target gear ratio,
engine speed less than said first target gear engine
speed, if operation of the engine brake system but
not the foot brake system is sensed.

11. The method of claim 4 further characterized by
sensing operation of said foot brake system (FB?),
and downshifts from said first increased value are
to a target gear ratio (GRT) intended to result in a
first target gear engine speed (ESTG) if operation of
both the engine brake system and foot brake sys-
tem are sensed and in a second target gear ratio,
engine speed less than said first target gear engine
speed, if operation of the engine brake system but
not the foot brake system is sensed.
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